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Verdera® Mirrors & Medicine Cabinets 



 Verdera® Mirrors & 
Medicine Cabinets 
Verdera mirrors and medicine cabinets enhance the 

moments you spend in the bathroom, transforming 

your experience from routine to optimized. With mirrors 

and medicine cabinets that maximize organization, 

integrated task lighting and voice-enabled technology, 

the Verdera family of products ensures you always  

look your best.
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Verdera® Voice Lighted Mirror  
With Amazon Alexa 

A Better Bathroom 
Experience Is Just a 

Few Words Away



7Verdera® Voice Lighted Mirror
With Amazon Alexa

With built-in dimmable lighting and 
convenient voice control, the Verdera Voice 
lighted mirror* takes your routine to the  
next level. As a KOHLER® Konnect 
smart home product, it’s the first ever 
bathroom mirror to use this innovative 
technology to improve your lighting quality, 
provide entertainment and keep you  
up-to-date with traffic and weather  
reports all in one unique piece. 

Click here to learn more about the Verdera Voice lighted mirror.

*California Title 24 compliant and meets JA8 2016 standards

Embedded Speakers 
Hermetically sealed speakers deliver  
high-quality sound with perfect clarity. 

Enjoy a Hands-Free Routine
Use the functionality of voice control without adding 
extra clutter to your bathroom. You can brighten or 
dim your mirror lights, or add items to your shopping 
list, all without ever lifting a finger.

Manual Controls 
Adjust volume or brightness with convenient  
manual controls. 

Mirror Sizes
Height—33" 
Width—24", 34" or 40"

Music Streaming 
Ask to hear your favorite playlist or get a  
news or weather reports and enjoy a more 
entertaining routine. 

Nighttime Task Lighting 
An automatic motion-sensing task light ensures 
your nighttime trips can be easier to navigate 
and less disruptive. 

Compatible with KOHLER Konnect 
With KOHLER Konnect™ featuring voice-enabled 
technology, your shower, bathtub, toilet, mirror and 
faucet are finally all connected—to you and each other. 

Amazon Alexa 
Alexa lives in the cloud, so it’s always getting smarter, 
adding new capabilities that are delivered to your  
device automatically.
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The Power of Lighting
Verdera® lighted products create an experience you can both see and feel. 

Each Verdera lighted mirror and medicine cabinet mimics natural light in 

order to promote well-being while also delivering effective task lighting. 

The innovative designs help you shine and turn your space into a relaxed 

atmosphere that’s perfect for rejuvenation. 



Verdera® Lighted Mirrors & Medicine Cabinets

Better Light. Better You.®



Verdera® Lighted Mirrors & 
Medicine Cabinets
Verdera lighted mirrors and medicine 
cabinets provide even, optimally bright light, 
eliminating harsh shadows and hot spots. 
The addition of a dimmer switch allows for 
even more control over your lighting and 
the mood of the room. If your daily routine 
includes primping, plucking, shaving, 
brushing or applying makeup, install a 
Verdera lighted mirror or medicine cabinet 
and see yourself in a whole new light.

*California Title 24 compliant and meets JA8 2016 standards

Dimmable  
Add an LED dimmer switch and adjust the light to 
be as dim or bright as you need it—dimmer switches 
can be installed near the mirror or on the wall.* 
*Verdera is compatible with most dimmer switches.  
Purchase separately to complement your bathroom design.

The Difference Is Clear 
Verdera lighted mirrors and medicine cabinets  
dramatically improve your lighting experience 
in order to maximize visibility in your space.

Optimally Bright Task Lighting   
Enhance dark and hot spots with even, 
consistent lighting. Refer to page 18 for 
details on lighting output.
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Installation Options 
Medicine cabinets can be surface-mounted or 
recessed. (Instructions and hardware are included.) 

Electrical Outlets  
The medicine cabinet includes electrical outlets 
for added convenience. 

Pivoting Side Mirrors
Direct the light where you need it most with 
adjustable mirrors on 34" and 40" models.

Standard Sizes  
Available in 30" medicine cabinet or 33" mirror 
height with width options of 20", 24", 34" or 40"
Note: Mirror not offered in 20"

Verdera Lighting

Standard Lighting
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Verdera® Medicine Cabinets

More Storage, Less Clutter
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Verdera® Medicine Cabinets
The Verdera medicine cabinet combines 
an elegant fit and finish with quick, easy 
installation. An optional adjustable pull-out 
mirror makes daily grooming tasks easier 
than ever while a slow-close door prevents 
slamming. Complete your vanity set with 
a surround or side kit in the KOHLER® 
Tailored vanity collection finishes— 
it’s the perfect match.

Surrounds and Side Kits 
For surface-mount installations, complete your 
look with mirrored or wood side kit. Frame out your 
recessed medicine cabinet with a Tailored® vanity 
collection surround. Sold Separately.

Slow-Close Hinges  
A 110-degree door swing with slow-close 
hinges eliminates slamming on select models.

Standard Sizes  
30" height with width options of 15", 20", 24", 
34" or 40". 

Joining Kit
Allows you to easily combine two or more 
KOHLER medicine cabinets to fit your space. 
Sold separately.

Magnifying Mirror 
An optional vertically adjustable mirror is 
perfect for close-up tasks on select models

Superior Visibility
A front mirror, inside door mirror and back 
panel mirror provide the ideal experience for 
any task.

Pivoting Side Mirrors
Available on 40" models.

Versatile Installation
Can easily be installed with left- or right-hand 
swing and works for either surface-mount or 
recessed installation, creating the optimal  
design for any space.
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Compare & Contrast
When considering a bathroom upgrade, focus on small changes that have a big impact. Verdera® 
mirrors and medicine cabinets can make your daily routine more efficient, less cluttered and offer 
optional integrated task lighting to enhance your visibility in the styling space. Easy to install, 
Verdera mirrors and medicine cabinets coordinate across a variety of design styles.

Lighting Definitions

Lumens:
This unit of measurement describes the brightness and  
intensity of lighting. 

Lumens/Watt:
Indicates the energy efficiency of a given light source.

Kelvin: 
Relates to the hue of your lights; higher Kelvin values  
mean the hue is closer to natural sunlight. 

Lux:
The measure of light at a given point that describes its intensity.

Color Rendering Index (CRI):
Quantitative measure of the ability of a light source to reveal the 
colors of various objects faithfully in comparison with an ideal or 
natural light source.

Verdera Voice Lighted Mirror  
With Amazon Alexa

Verdera Lighted Mirrors & 
Medicine Cabinets

Verdera Medicine Cabinets

Width 24", 34", 40"
24", 34" 40" (Mirrors) 

20", 24", 34", 40" (Medicine Cabinets)
15", 20", 24", 34", 40"

Height 33"
33" Mirrors or  

30" Medicine Cabinets 
30"

Available With Pivoting Side Panels 34" and 40" Models 34" and 40" Models 34" and 40" Models

Lumens 2200 2200 −

Lumens/Watt 65 65 −

Kelvin 3000 3000 −

Lux 1200* 1200* −

CRI 90+ 90+ −

LED Life Expectancy (Hours) 59,000* 59,000* −

Dimmable YES 
(Voice-Activated, Manual Control Board)

YES 
(Separate Dimming Switch Required)

−

CA Title 24 Compliant YES YES −

Cloud Connection YES NO -

App-Enabled KOHLER Konnect NO −

Integrated Microphone YES NO −

Voice Control YES NO −

Integrated Speakers YES NO −

Stereo Sound YES NO −

Interactive Module YES NO −

Motion-Sensing Nightlight YES NO −

Bluetooth-Enabled YES NO −

Installation Options Surface-Mount
Surface-Mount (Mirror) 

Surface-Mount or Recessed  
(Medicine Cabinet)

Surface-Mount or Recessed

*Based on Preliminary Testing
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Reflect Your Personal Style 
To learn more about how Verdera® mirrors and medicine cabinets can  

elevate your daily routine, speak with a showroom representative or visit 

 KOHLER.com/Verdera for more details.

You can also visit your local KOHLER® showroom to experience Verdera  

mirrors and medicine cabinets firsthand.
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